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SIMPLE WARS 
 
One for the misanthropist, my failures are gifts I have no fables of faith.  
Save face or just kiss a fist these tables turn quick, I have no fear of the rage. 
A coward’s words hold no value. 
ooh 
Fragile lies for all to see through 
 
Simple wars in simple minds, 
the inept leading around the blind 
Zealots breed; zealots rise 
insult lives where reason dies 
Simple wars in simple minds, 
the inept leading around the blind 
Zealots breed; zealots rise 
insult lives where reason dies 
 
Scream for a shred of peace behaviours run deep, its our colours that show. 
Red Flags in the mouths of sheep, for them we’re losing no sleep, the choice is clear to a foe. 
 
Simple wars in simple minds, 
the inept leading around the blind 
Zealots breed; zealots rise 
insult lives where reason dies 
Simple wars in simple minds, 
the inept leading around the blind 
Zealots breed; zealots rise 
insult lives where reason dies 
 
Behaviours turn. We scream, we never learn. Forgive in time or suffer simple minds.  
 
The simple wars, the simple minds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Spite 
Narcissists hide ruthless motives  
In some ways we’re all the same 
Folded arms, egos bloated  
Envy makes a twisted face  
Narcissists won’t lose their focus 
 In some ways we’re all to blame 
 Find a house she can throw stones in 
Find her mirrors with golden frames 
(C) 
Darken worn light 
Breathe in new life 
Self-consumed delusions we leave behind  
Darken worn light 
Breathe in new life 
Self-consumed delusions we forget  
These burdens  
Receive them  
Return the *spite* 
(V) 
Silver spoons feed opinions 
In  some ways we’re all the same  
Ignorance, the anti-virtue 
Gaslit by a jealous flame  
Silver spoons made her oblivious  
 in some ways we’re all to blame 
Find her faults inside your silence  
Karma lives and finds a way.  
(C) 
 
(B) 
Evasion of all truth 
Refusal to see who 
You are and what you do 
All because *you hate you*  
(C) 
Darken worn light 
Breathe in new life 
Self-consumed delusions we leave behind  
Darken worn light 
Breathe in new life 
Self-consumed delusions we forget  
These burdens  
Receive them  
Return the *spite* 
 
 
 
 



 
Violent Hands 
 
Drown slow - cold will swallow us 
Be still - this is all we wanted  
In depths -they will never find us 
Hold close- we return to light 
 
blue depths - have all blacked under 
Violent- hands have all let go 
Seek out- one last answer 
In time- we will lose it all 
 
slowly fading to the darkest parts of gone. With so many sides we can’t just be on one. 
 Feeling like a wasteland in a skull, there’s no moving on we’re drowning where we fall 
 
slow to a still and stop your breath, let it sink in, turn this to death 
 
slowly fading to the darkest parts of gone. With so many sides we can’t just be on one.  
Feeling like a wasteland in a skull, there’s no moving on we’re drowning where we fall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Details Kill 
 
Control what you want, stumble in your stride 
The more we revolt the more freedoms die 
Flesh onto soil – these details kill 
Free by the power to bend to thy 
Will these words spill -these words will complicate you 
These details kill - please help I’m falling from myself 
 
In a world that leads us to lose 
Oh my breath is all I ever wanted to waste 
In a world that leads us to learn 
Oh my mind is all you...  
 
Believe in the ghost, believe in the ruse 
We stand to be lifeless to cut out the bruise 
Flesh onto soil- these details kill 
Free by the power to bend to thy 
Will these words spill -these words will complicate you 
These details kill - please help I’m falling from myself 
 
In a world that leads us to lose 
Oh my breath is all I ever wanted to waste 
In a world that leads us to learn 
Oh my mind is all you…  
 
These words will spill on their own, there is no point of control 
These words will spill on their own, there is no place to run 
 
In a world that leads us to lose 
Oh my breath is all I ever wanted to waste 
In a world that leads us to learn 
Oh my mind is all you wanted to waste  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FTW 
 
This is the part where all the pieces fall down. Fight to win while we bleed it all out. 
Pull the words with my teeth from your mouth. Fight to win while we bleed it all out. 
 
With every truth I chase into certain disgrace I lose my place but I feel you in the nightmare. 
I conjure silent ways to storm your brain and take the blame, I’m out of time but you don’t care. 
My misery can chase through cosmic mazes, take my place and feel the blank stare. I dream of 
haunted places every single day, I’m out of time but you don’t care 
 
I am vengeful, I am loving. If this calls for blame then its all my fault. 
I’m vindictive, I am lovely. Just give in to me and I’ll hold your soul. 
Fight to win and take it slower, play the long game ‘til its over. 
 
Let’s pick up the pace, bring the fear to my face and the entire truth’s bare. 
I fall to holy waste; keep me in secret space – I fall in hell and you’re right there. 
My misery can chase through cosmic mazes, take my place and feel the blank stare. I dream of 
haunted places every single day, I’m out of time but you don’t care 
 
I am vengeful, I am loving. If this calls for blame then its all my fault. 
I’m vindictive, I am lovely. Just give in to me and I’ll hold your soul. 
Fight to win and take it slower, play the long game ‘til its over. 
Fight to win and take it slower, if this calls for blame then its all my fault. 
 
Fight to win- bleed until it’s all out. Fight to win bleed it all out 
 
I am vengeful, I am loving. If this calls for blame then its all my fault. 
I’m vindictive, I am lovely. Just give in to me and I’ll hold your soul. 
Fight to win and take it slower, play the long game ‘til its over. 
Fight to win and take it slower, if this calls for blame then its all my fault. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Seasons  
(V) 
Fragility a purpose undenied  
An ancient sleep awoken in springtime   
We were born of the sun- we live by the moon 
With our auras of fire our phantoms in view 
(C) 
Hell chariot come take me home 
written in stone 
 lay below banished hopes 
 and mortal souls 
These are the  seasons of the underworld 
(V) 
Unforeseen curse learn to love 
 the darkness 
Leaves turn to dust the dawn of 
 autumn’s haunting 
We were born of the sun - we live by the moon 
With our auras of fire narcissus in bloom   
(C) 
Hell chariot, come take me home,  
written in stone,  
lay below, banished hopes 
 and mortal souls,  
These are the seasons of the underworld 
(B) 
Stolen from the earth 
The pull of infinite power 
I am the dark and the light 
I am death into life 
The Best of both worlds 
Fire, brimstone, and flowers 
I am dark and the light I am death into life 
(V) 
Unholy scorn travels passed the undead 
Gardens to mourn in for 
 what’s been wasted 
You were born of the sun you live by the moon 
With our auras of fire our phantoms in view   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



With Only rage  
 
Jump down from grace 
Fall from what’s right 
I’ve mastered losing sight 
Feel logic fade 
Closing in fast 
A temper built to last  
 
There’s nowhere to invite  
This destroying state of blind 
Shadows intertwined  
And only rage to hide me 
This dream has come to life 
And I am helpless in the fight 
Shadows intertwined  
And only rage to hide behind  
 
Venom immune  
Still as they fall 
The ties, I’ve cut them all 
Run straight to depths  
Inside my mind 
It happens all the time  
 
With only rage to hide me 
(Tears spilling)  
 
There’s nowhere to invite  
This destroying state of blind 
Shadows intertwined  
And only rage to hide me 
This dream has come to life 
And I am helpless in the fight 
Shadows intertwined  
And only rage to hide behind 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Charlatan 
 
I blame you for how things fell out 
Own your faults and we can be okay 
All you are is the guilt that makes you  
Turn your head from what you need to say 
 
Empathy blinds and I have too much 
I am no saint but what the hell are you? 
Turning a page on what is now undone 
The only resolve can come from truth  
 
Your one wish (is to remain blameless) 
Innocence (but to us you’re nameless)  
 
I blame you for how things fell out 
Own your faults and we can be okay 
All you are is the guilt that makes you  
Turn your head from what you need to say 
I blame you for how things fell out 
Own your faults and we can be okay 
All you are is the guilt that makes you  
Turn your head from what you need to say 
 
Create a divide, this life is to fake a smile and take in stride.  
 
I blame you for how things fell out 
Own your faults and we can be okay 
All you are is the guilt that makes you  
Turn your head from what you need to say 
 
Ignite what binds and burn down the crutch, fall from the sky  
Into what’s left of you. The parts that were brave have come undone 
The only resolve can come from  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Stay Gold 
 
Fear tonight, monster eyes 
Stay Gold – reverse me, shame on you 
 
Free-fall to the last of my disdain  
Ignorance for fuckin’ days 
Keep bright – the hands and eyes will dull the brave feeling  
 
Stay Gold - reverse me 
Stay Gold  -reverse me 
 
Freedom and the last of my disdain 
Ignorance for fuckin’ days 
Keep bright- the hands and eyes will dull the brave feeling  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Old Stardust, Love, and Chaos 

 
What do you see when your eyes close? 

Flashes of everything you’ve known? 

Long for what’s falling away 

You can’t give back what you take 

 
Maybe we are made of old stardust, love, and chaos 

Conscious undercover, wondering why 

 
No circles to be unbroken  
For in this we are all woven 

Hold on lets not waste away 

We can’t repair all that breaks 

 
Maybe we are made of old stardust, love, and chaos  
Conscious undercover, wondering why 

 
Take me instead it can’t take everyone 

Bask in the reasons to be numb  
A fallacy to lie our heads down on 

Pain passed to everyone you love 

 
Where has the time gone? 

How do we move along? 

What has the time done? 

You never walk alone 

 


